
  

Analysis of Clusters in Shower Detectors

What we have in the standard analyzer:

Tracks are formed in VDC using hits in the u1, v1, u2 and v2 planes, information 
from other detectors are not incorporated in terms of formation of tracks

Largest clusters are found in shower detectors, other clusters are not used in 
physics analysis (however raw information of each channel of shower detector are 
recorded in the tree)

The tracking algorithm for multi-cluster events are broken, new release will fix this 
bug

Shower detectors in HRS are segmented in both x and y direction, can provide information 
on the position of the hit (may help resolve some of the multi-track ambiguity)



  

Formation of Clusters

Find the block with largest ADC signal*coefficient

Loop over the adjacent blocks

ADC signal <0

ignore

ADC signal >0

Add to cluster

The clusters included in the cluster are 
excluded and the block in the rest blocks 
with the largest signal*coefficient is found

signal*coefficient>threshold

signal*coefficient>threshold

The loop ends when the signal in the main cluster is 
below the threshold

A threshold is set in the DB to be the lower 
limit of the signal in the main cluster

Red: main block Gray: adjacent blocks



  

Changes in the Analyzer

➢Secondary clusters are formed along with the main cluster

➢The clusters are sorted so that the smaller the number the larger the signal is

➢The lead glass blocks in each cluster are also sorted in the same way

➢The energy-weighted position of each cluster is written to the tree
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Multi-cluster event in event-display tool:



  

Number of clusters in prl1 when one cluster in found in all four 
vdc planes

Energy deposited in main cluster

Energy deposited in secondary cluster

Current threshold for forming a 
cluster: 11 MeV



  

Shower Class with Multi-Cluster Capability in Data Analysis

To compare the cluster position with the track projection, the position of the shower 
detector in the detector hut needs to be known reasonably well

X: dx/dz       Y: predicted position -cluster position (in x)



  
After calibration, the difference between the projected and measured position is 
within 0.1m for pion rejectors (dx = 0.15m for prl1 and prl2).



  

Left: the projection of analyzer golden 
track is compared to the position of the 
largest cluster

Right: for each track, tried to find the 
closest cluster and plot the difference 
in position 

Gmp run 11391: target = LH2, E0=2.057GeV, E'=1.443GeV, theta=35 
degree



  

Left: the projection of analyzer golden 
track is compared to the position of the 
largest cluster

Right: for each track, tried to find the 
closest cluster and plot the difference 
in position 

Apex run: target = lead/diamond 1, E0=2.261GeV, E'=1.131GeV. 
LHRS sat at 5 degree
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